March 30th, 2020 | Portal v3.0 Release
Release Notes

New Features and Updates:

Revised Workflow for Practices, Practice Dashboard, Clinician Dashboard
- TIN and NPI validation for users upon joining
- Ability to confirm primary address or enter new address upon joining
- Ability to add clinicians to practice upon joining or after account creation
- Access to performance data for all TIN+NPI validated clinicians

Revised Workflow for QPP Advisors and Managers
- Removed Queue
- Ability to view all practices in our region (Eligible Practices and Not Eligible Practices)
- Ability to view all clinicians organized by practice (All Clinicians List)
- Ability to view historical interactions and add new interactions with practices (Interactions)
- Ability to view all 2017-2018 Performance Data and 2019 Eligible Clinician Data

New User Interface and theme
- New navigation method for all users (no specified workflow, all navigation contained in one menu)
- Events page, Contact page, About page, and Home page revised (new content, new look)
- Upgrade to new platform (Drupal 8)
What’s NEW in the Portal?

1. All Eligible Practice/Clinician Data is now in the portal
   a. All 2019 Eligible Clinicians have been imported to the Resource Center
   b. 2020 Eligible Clinicians will be imported upon receipt from CMS & IMPACT
2. Eligible Practice/Clinicians join process
   a. Practices can now join by providing us with their F/L Name, Organization Name, TIN, and ZIP code. After that, users enter their clinician names and NPI’s. The system automatically queries whether the TIN and NPI are valid and eligible.
3. Practice Dashboards
   a. Displays all eligible clinician (validated TIN+NPI) data for the practice, key resources, countdown to attestation, project plan progress, and announcements.
4. Clinician Dashboards
   a. Displays clinician specific historical data and trending across categories.
5. Practice Profile (contains practice’s contact information)
6. Clinician Info (shows clinician contact and info card)
7. List of “Eligible Practices” and “Not Eligible Practices”
8. “All Clinicians List”
What’s GONE from the Portal?

1. My Resource Center page for practices
   a. Previous layout and style of My Resource Center page is now gone
   b. New Dashboard replaces My Resource Center page
2. My Team form
   a. Users no longer need to add clinician data to the My Team form after submitting the Join Application form.
3. Workflow Phases and Practice Statuses specific to the Resource Center
   a. Starting Point, Empowered Planning, and Implement & Measure phases are gone
   b. “Education” is not required before accessing Readiness Assessment
   c. Resources specific to workflow phases are gone
   d. QPPA’s no longer need to transition a practice to a specific phase or status
4. Queue for QPPA’s
   a. No more “queue” for QPPA’s to review join applications, My Team submissions, etc.
5. Automated emails to practices/users from the system (temporarily disabled)
Contact Information

Lisa Steffey
QPP Resource Center® Project Manager
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General Questions:
qppinfo@altarum.org

Partner Feedback & Enhancement Requests can be submitted here:
Partner Feedback form